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Abstract
Introduction— The goal of this work is to pres-
ent i* framework as alternative to support design 
decisions in the Human Computer Interaction Area 
(HCI), mainly, in the process of task analysis. We 
show i* framework a modeling language suitable 
for an early phase of software system modeling to 
understand the problem domain, also, that pro-
vides methods to represent tasks, as well as support 
design decisions the development that satisfies the 
process requirements from the beginning until the 
end. To achieve our goal, approaches addressed to 
analyze notations aimed at task analysis and their 
representation. Finally, we present suggestions for 
improvement in the i* framework through a pro-
posed extension for refining task model, instantiat-
ing examples and justifying our proposal through 
peer review.
Keywords— Task Analysis; GOMS; Intentional 
Modeling; Framework i*; HTA 

Resumen
Introducción— El objetivo de este trabajo es presen-
tar i* framework como alternativa para dar soporte 
a las decisiones de diseño en el Área de Interacción 
Persona-Ordenador (HCI), principalmente, en el pro-
ceso de análisis de tareas. Mostramos i* framework 
un lenguaje de modelado adecuado para una fase tem-
prana de modelado de sistemas software para enten-
der el dominio del problema, además, que proporciona 
métodos para representar tareas, así como apoyar 
las decisiones de diseño el desarrollo que satisfaga 
los requisitos del proceso desde el principio hasta el 
final. Para lograr nuestro objetivo, se abordan enfo-
ques para analizar notaciones destinadas al análisis 
de tareas y su representación. Finalmente, presenta-
mos sugerencias de mejora en el marco i* a través de 
una propuesta de extensión para refinar el modelo de 
tareas, instanciando ejemplos y justificando nuestra 
propuesta a través de la revisión por pares.
Palabras clave — Análisis de Tareas; GOMS; Mode-
lado Intencional; Marco i*; HTA
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I. IntroductIon

Task analysis is an approach that involves different techniques addressed to describe interaction 
between users (people) and environment in a systematic way. For that reason, task analysis is use-
ful to elicit descriptions of what users do and represent the information on different notations. As 
well as define that a user must do in terms of cognitive actions or processes to achieve some goal. 
Indeed, task analysis could be named as a methodology which supports a set of techniques to help 
in the analytical process of collecting information, to organize and use this information to perform 
assessments or design decisions, all of that to understand user behavior [1].

Task analysis in the context of HCI (Human Computer Interaction Area) aims to know who the 
user is and what activities they do in terms of the system. How this information is picked up through 
task analysis and represented on the notation [2]. That means, that notations allow the informa-
tion to be formalized and analyzed and it is important to provide information about the system.

nevertheless, techniques in Requirements Engineering (RE) or software Engineering (Es) gen-
erally do not collect this kind of information support design decisions related to HCI concepts. and 
so do meaningful and useful early phase of software system modeling [3], to obtain information 
necessary to understand the activities of the user (analysis phase or high-level task) and how to 
represent this information on an appropriate model when designers aim to provide precise design 
indications (modeling phase or design phase).

Using task analysis, it is possible to get a formal description of the set of actions that a user must 
perform to achieve a particular goal. In a similar fashion, task analysis is based on cognitive theo-
ries that help the HCI for representation of the user and the interaction through the interface. It 
shapes the understanding, knowledge, intention, and processing mechanism of the user [4]. Based 
on these concepts, this work aims to analyze and contrast two approaches. One which is well known 
in HCI named GOMS model [4], [5], [29], [30] and i* (also known as iStar) modeling language or 
conceptual modeling languages, focusing on the intentional, used to model organizational process 
and interaction between actor or software agents, to represent social and strategic dimensions. 
This is widely known to elicit requirements in RE [6], [7], [8], [9].

This work aims to presenting framework i* and motive its use to the concepts of task analysis 
of HCI and show how tasks could be modeled by this framework. i* is a goal-oriented language 
[6], RE notation and define tasks, they represents actions that an actor wants to be executed, usu-
ally with the purpose of achieving some goal [1]. This work is organized in six Sections. Section 2 
gives an overview of concept basis and describes the approaches used. Section 3 emphasizes what 
were the limitations found in the literature. Section 4 describes a questionnaire used to evaluate 
i* notational system and results. Section 5 presents an empirical evaluation to identify strengths 
and weaknesses of goMs. section 6 points out a proposal and, finally section 7 presents the con-
clusion and future works.

II. theoretIcal Framework

According to Brazilian research [10], the authors described that is necessary that the software solu-
tions be well designed thus they can be accepted and widely used. To find this acceptance software 
solutions must be designed according to necessities and capabilities of the target users. For that 
reason, decisions related to design have a strong effect on the users and the way how software solu-
tions are been using. Thus, software engineering researchers are interested to improve the physi-
cal, it means, aspect of software interface and somehow ensure the success of the software product.

Physical aspects (user-friendly), easy to execute the specific tasks, psychology process of people 
when they interact with the computers are topics widely explored HCI. In other words, HCI is 
addressed to study, project and design the interaction between users and computer. HCI is sup-
ported from different focuses, all of these, to develop or improve the safety, utility, effectiveness, 
and usability of systems that include computers [10].

In HCI area, the design has been user-centered, incorporating issues related to cognitive engi-
neering and usability [11], [12], [28]. This last one uses cognitive models to represent two sides of 
the interface, the first, the system itself and the last one, the user. In a similar facet is the system 
from the user fashion, how a user who does not be experts executes tasks (complexity or nor), it 
is considered as an activity of resolution problems. And this complexity is related to the different 
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variables involved in the environment. As an illustration, a user has goals and intentions, which 
are associated with his/her necessities. So, the tasks are executed based on the interaction between 
this user and the physical system, as a result, there are changes not only in physical variables 
but also in system state. Consequently, this user interprets the result based on his/her psychology 
goals, therefore, this user transduces the psychology intentions to physical actions on the available 
system mechanics [12].

According to the previously mentioned Brazilian study [10] if the interface has an appropriate 
design (system side) and this design is based on learning and experience. In an ideal situation the 
psychological effort should be reduced. These issues are concerned with cognitive engineering which 
associate them to three kinds of knowledge design, development and technologic. Consequently, the 
knowledge of user tasks is an important element in these issues because this (task) will be exhib-
ited to the user in communication with the interface. 

For that reason, our analysis focuses on two proposals, first, in cognitive engineering to tasks 
representation with model GOMS, it has been one of the few widely known theoretical concepts in 
HCI to model user behavior [5], which is also used to describe, prescribe, predictive and estimate 
time and the way a user performs tasks on a system [29], [30]. The other is based on organizational 
and requirements modeling named i* [6] in the next section.

A. i* Concepts and Notations

Fig. 1. Summary of i* Notation.
Source: [4].
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Intentional Modeling is already used to model and implement software agent-based and orga-
nizational processes. Furthermore, it is starting to be used in conventional software development. 
There are different kind of intentional modeling, in this work we show the intentional modeling 
based on i* Framework [7], [9]. According to several authors [6], the i* framework is based on 
the dependency relationships among actors.

Framework i* has two models: the strategic dependency (sd) model and the strategic Ratio-
nale (sR) model. The Fig. 1 shows the summary of the notation used to model with Framework 
i* based on the wiki-based collaborative site [7].

In fact, the main idea of i* involves, actors who depend on each other for goals to be achieved, 
for resources to be provided, for tasks to be performed, and for softgoals to be satisfied related to 
version 1.0 of notation [6] and qualities to 2.0 version [2]. The SD model shows the organizational 
context of the system as a network of dependency relationships among actors. This network con-
tains a set of nodes and links where each node represents an actor and each link map out one 
dependency between two actors. Therefore, a dependency is a relationship where one actor (the 
depender) depends on another actor (the dependee) to achieve a goal, to perform a task, to pro-
vide a resource or to achieve a softgoal; reflecting distinct types of freedom can be achieved by 
relationship. Another model is the sR which shows the representation of the “internal rationale”. 
specifically, the relationships behind the actors. Thus, it offers more details with the representa-
tion of the intentional relationships that are internal to the actors.

In addition, the i* modeling framework according to previous authors [6], helps to elicit goals 
at early stages because it represents the dependency relationship among actors and interaction 
between them. In the same way, i* helps to represent actors’ reasons to achieve goals. These goals 
are decomposed into different intentional elements such as tasks. Analysis and representation 
of tasks are important from the perspective of this work, for that reason, this work shows how 
framework i* is used to represent actor tasks and to know how the i* notation works, mainly how 
to represent those tasks. To illustrate, the Fig. 1 shows in the last item named sR decomposi-
tion links how the task is represented and the different elements (subtask, subgoal, resource, 
softgoal) to decompose this.

Intentional Modeling is already used to model and implement software agent-based and orga-
nizational processes. Furthermore, it is starting to be used in conventional software development. 
There are different kind of intentional modeling, in this work we show the intentional modeling 
based on i* Framework [7], [9]. The i* framework is based on dependency relationships between 
actors [6].

Framework i* has two models: the strategic dependency (sd) model and the strategic Ratio-
nale (sR) model. The Fig. 1 shows the summary of the notation used to model with Framework 
i* based on the wiki-based collaborative site [7].

In fact, the main idea of i* involves, actors who depend on each other for goals to be achieved, 
for resources to be provided, for tasks to be performed, and for softgoals to be satisfied related to 
version 1.0 of notation [6] and qualities to 2.0 version [2]. The SD model shows the organizational 
context of the system as a network of dependency relationships among actors. This network con-
tains a set of nodes and links where each node represents an actor and each link map out one 
dependency between two actors. Therefore, a dependency is a relationship where one actor (the 
depender) depends on another actor (the dependee) to achieve a goal, to perform a task, to pro-
vide a resource or to achieve a softgoal; reflecting distinct types of freedom can be achieved by 
relationship. Another model is the sR which shows the representation of the “internal rationale”. 
specifically, the relationships behind the actors. Thus, it offers more details with the representa-
tion of the intentional relationships that are internal to the actors.

In addition, the i* modeling framework helps to obtain objectives in early phases because it 
represents the dependency relationship between actors and the interaction between them [6]. 
In the same way, i* helps to represent actors’ reasons to achieve goals. These goals are decom-
posed into different intentional elements such as tasks. Analysis and representation of tasks are 
important from the perspective of this work, for that reason, this work shows how framework 
i* is used to represent actor tasks and to know how the i* notation works, mainly how to repre-
sent those tasks. To illustrate, the Fig. 1 shows in the last item named sR decomposition links 
how the task is represented and the different elements (subtask, subgoal, resource, softgoal) to 
decompose this.
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Fig. 2. An i* model to illustrate Task-decomposition links.
Source: [8].

To illustrate, the Fig. 2 shows an i* model for an academic tutoring system. This model rep-
resents the decomposition of a task into different intentional elements. First, on the left side 
are the SD dependencies between a student and a tutor [8]. That means, what the actors share 
to achieve the tasks. In this case, Ask for information. Secondly, on the right-hand side are the 
internal intentional elements of the sR model of a tutor. That means, what internal rationale 
the actor (tutor) must achieve the main task Ask for information. For that reason, the model 
includes the decomposition based on Supervise student’s career task. The reader can notice that 
i* is highly visual and has an adequate quantity of elements to possibly facilitate human com-
munication and problem solving.

B. GOMS Concepts and Notations

The GOMS model is based on the mechanism of human reasoning to solve problems [13]. For 
that motive, it is possible in GOMS represents activities (physical and mental) that involve work 
(solve problems). Each task is described as the Goal to satisfy the set of Operations that are provided 
by the system to the user interaction. Also, Methods are sequences of operators that accomplish a 

table 1.
a typIcal example oF GomS notatIonS.

goAl: ClosE-wIndow . [select goAl: UsE-MEnU-METHod
• MovE-MoIJsE-To-FÍlE-MEnIJ. PUll-down-FIlE-MEnU
• ClICk-ovER-ClosE-oPTIon goAl: UsE-CTRl-w-METHod
• PREs s-ConTRol-w-kEys]
For a specific user:
Rule 1: select UsE-MEnU-METHod unless another rule applies.
Rule 2: If the application is gAME, select CTRl-w-METHod
If there is more than one altemative, we could suggest series of conditions and rules to take the best options 
(Method):
METHODS:
IF ÍExPERT-IJsERR JsE-kEyBo ARd-METHod ElsE UsE-MoUsE- METHod
We could decompose the goals in subgoals: 
goAl: EdIT-doCUMEnT
goAl: oPEn-doCUMEnT

Source: [13].
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goal. There could be more than one method available to accomplish a single goal. Finally, there 
is rules set of selection that determines the better alternative to each case (rules are described 
based on the control structure if-then). Furthermore, each task could be decomposed in other 
primitive subtasks building a hierarchical tree. Finally, goMs is a group of languages that 
includes ngoMs and klM [31], they are based on the point of view of the user which shows the 
system like an information processor. In other words, model human processor [13], [30]. The Table 
1 shows a typical example the GOMS notations and used.

The goals are “user desires” that are proposed to get something. The goals could be useful 
if it is necessary as a point of reference in some “error” case. Goals have information related 
to user intention. For that reason, it is necessary to create a series of basic operations. These 
operations are basic units of perception, motor, or cognitive acts whose execution is required 
to change some aspect of the user’s mental model, or to modify the environment. As a result, 
this kind of action could influence the system, (click a key) or only the user’s mental state (read 
some dialog). There is a degree of flexibility in the granularity of the operations (extent of each 
operation). To carry out these operations, there are several possibilities of decomposing a task 
into subtasks. For example, a window manager, you could close the window using the mouse 
on a menu or keyboard (shortcut). Each of these possibilities would be a method.

As a matter of fact, the task decomposition provides us with an understanding of strategies 
for solving problems of the application domain. The main goal of task analysis is to produce 
a decomposition of tasks so that users (designers, end-users) can follow a step-by-step method 
of resolution.

If this is the case, GOMS can also be used to measure performance [13]. The depth of sub-
tasks can be used to estimate the requirements of Short-Term Memory (STM) and even to 
estimate response time (assuming constant time for each operation).

Briefly, the goMs model was one of the first methods used for user interface design, having 
great impact on subsequent research. To describe how an expert performs tasks and breaks 
them down into subtasks. However, one of its weaknesses is that it only considers error-free 
behavior and sequential tasks. These limitations will be described in the next sections.

III. lImItatIonS oF the notatIonS

A. Limitations on the Concepts

According to authors already cited, "to be complete", such a methodology must provide 
methods to support development as well as a design that satisfies the requirements [14]. In a 
similar fashion, methods and techniques that accompany a methodology should help develop-
ers or designers to validate the design based on requirements. This is due to difficult to find a 
methodology to define requirements and at the same time find design elements of the system 
based on understanding of the user tasks. Particularly, i* and GOMS include concepts and 
processes to support analysis and design of tasks, but they could be complemented to improve 
the communicability of the models. This session discusses some limitations that were found in 
some researchers and based on an empirical evaluation.

The i* modeling partially tackles task analysis by allowing designers or simply engineers 
to capture tasks as noted earlier in section A. i* Concepts and Notations. To complement, is 
defined task as an i* concept that represents, at an abstract level, a way of doing something 
and it also could be a means for satisfying a goal [14]. In a same way, GOMS is a description 
of the knowledge that a user must have to carry out tasks, in other words, it is a representa-
tion of the “how to do it” describing goals, operators, methods, and selection rules in order to 
learn and understand to perform these tasks [15].

Briefly, to assist designers in task analysis both i* and goMs cover moderately this 
approach. But, to further illustrate the lack of adequate task analysis, consider the i* diagram 
in Fig. 3, although the tasks are clearly shown, it is not possible to identify the option more 
adequately that user should choose, or if all tasks should be execute, or if some tasks should be 
omitted or simply what sequence they (tasks) should follow in order to satisfactorily be executed 
and how to finish this execution.
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Fig. 3. An i* model to illustrate Goals-decomposition links.
Source: [7].

Similarly, someone might argue that GOMS could capture or represent sequentially as 
well as details of how to use the system. However, constraints are not represented. Namely, 
constraints represent, conditions or preconditions, rules, limitations, or restrictions toward 
the achievement of a goal. Consider the basic method used in most of Macintosh Finder to 
manipulation of File, the Table 2 [15], it seems that its weaknesses, because it only considers 
error-free behavior and sequential tasks, as well as, the kind of user and his/her unpredict-
ability are disregard, it seems that each user is expert or the model is addressed to suppose 
that a user will know what to do at any given point.

table 2.
to IlluStrate, the baSIc method uSed In moSt oF the macIntoSh FInder to manIpulatIon oF FIle.

Method for goal: drag ítem to destination.
step 1. lócate icón for item on screen.
Step 2. Move the cursor to the item icón location.
Step 3. Hold the mouse button down.
step 4. lócate the destination icón on screen.
Step 5. Move the cursor to the destination icón.
step 6. verify that the destination icón is reverse-video. step 7. Release mouse 
button.
step 8. Retum with a goal accomplished.

Source: [15].

In a similar fashion, there are other limitations, which are related to the notations. This 
work used the same approach presented in Australian studies [15]. The research  describes 
a set of principles for designing effective visual notation: these principles are optimized for 
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understanding and problem solving. Both compose a design theory called “Physics of Nota-
tions” and this aims to explicit how visual notations communicate. All this addressed to visu-
alizing, specifying, constructing, and documenting software systems. visual notations are 
an important concern in communicating with users, customers, and novices. This work also 
argues that using visual notations is useful in software engineering because diagrams can 
convey information more concisely and precisely than ordinary language (like text), mainly to 
non-technical people, novices, or end-users. Due to the picture superiority effect, the informa-
tion represented visually is more likely to be remembered.

visual notations are only human-oriented representation [15]. Due to, there are two 
important issues to consider: “good visual notation”. The first is cognitive effectiveness, that 
determines the ability of visual notation to both communicate with business stakeholders 
and support design and problem solving by software engineers or designers. Being that 
the visual notations share the same perceptual and cognitive hardware and software. And 
finally, design rationale, which is concerned with the process of documenting design deci-
sions mode and the reasons that were taken. It is important because it provides traceability 
in the design process.

In short, the communicability of visual notations is based on theories from communication, 
semiotics, graphic design, visual perception, and cognition. And one the most important con-
cern is the interpretation, because effectiveness is defined from the receiver’s rather than the 
sender’s viewpoint. That means, the intended message.

The study presents enough evidence and provides a basis for explaining and predicting 
why some visual representations will be more effective than others [15]. In this manner, a 
systematic analysis of the i* visual notation is carried out [5]. Problems point offer impor-
tant contribution to our work, to name only a few[5]: a) semiotic clarity because i* guide 
does not define an explicit metamodel; b) symbols overload (homographs) is happens because 
each graphical links has to represent more than 5 different types of relationships and they 
can connect different type of elements; c) perceptual discriminability, the shapes used to 
represent goal and belief, agents and roles, actor relationships are highly similar. As well 
as, the letter “D” attached to each side of the dependency is to symmetrical; d) complexity 
management is one the most serious limitations in practice identified, because i* does not 
scale well and this impacts directly the communication with end users and novices, it is 
shown in Fig. 4 and it is a typical problem in graphical notations; e) perceptual directness, 
the four dependency types goals, softgoals, tasks and resources are neither discriminable 
nor mnemonic with the exception of the symbol for belief because this last one uses a widely 
recognized convention.

On the other hand, GOMS does not has visual notations but also was pointed out in [16] the 
textual languages encode information using sequences of characters and they are processed 
in a serial way. In a subsequent section will be evaluated both approaches GOMS and i* to 
show other focus used to evaluate notations.

B. Limitations on The Process

In addition to previous limitations, both i* and GOMS have limitations regarding the mod-
eling of design issues. The information related to the system and user is quite ad hoc. Remem-
bering that routes and sequences of tasks are based on the assumption, or the best or more 
typical options designed by the designer. Also, these methodologies do not allow conflicts to 
be identified between design decisions and requirements. Therefore, it is unclear how design-
ers can capture the knowledge about the user tasks and how they can develop an appropri-
ate implementation that successfully meets both requirements and design decisions. In other 
words, the methodologies do not define how tasks modeled during the analysis process can 
be transformed into the design decision of the system during the design phase; consequently, 
this task analysis cannot be traced back to the early stage and vice versa. To conclude, early 
requirements should meet design decisions not only to identify conflicts but also to improve or 
define traceability as well as support the development of a design that satisfies these require-
ments in an effective way (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Complexity Management i.
Source: [16].

IV. uSInG a coGnItIVe dImenSIonS queStIonnaIre to eValuate I* notatIonal SyStem

A. Background

The main goal addressed to the Cognitive dimension Framework or Cds [17], is how to 
evaluate the usability of information based-on artifacts and notations, as well as it is proposed 
as a user-centered discussion tool to make quick but useful evaluations.

CDs proposes 12 dimensions, as described in studies conducted in Denmark, each dimen-
sion describes an aspect of an information structure, and each dimension can be manipulated 
independently of each other [18]. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the following, in each 
evaluation must always consider the activities to be supported (what the system notational 
supports). All and all, CDs are intended for analyzing and discussing issues like doing a kind 
of design activity, internal dependencies contained in the language and how much the order’s 
user actions are restricted and represented.
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specifically in this work was used the dimension related to evaluate system notational. sys-
tem notational is focused to evaluate the world of information artifacts or the properties of user 
activities information artifacts. For that reason, the aim addressed in the Cds framework is to 
answer this question “are the users’ intended activities adequately supported by the structure 
of the information artifact?” to provide an approach to usability analysis that could be used for 
anyone, even non-specialist who will find it easy to understand and easy to use. 

Moreover, usability is not enough because the information artifacts exist in a social or orga-
nizational situation as is explained by the theory of i* [6]. In a similar fashion as it was pointed 
out in American investigations  [19], software design educators suggest that design tools are not 
sufficient for the design of novel user interfaces. For that reason, notations should be intended 
to represent at various abstraction levels, or alternatively, be well defined.

B. Cognitive Dimensions Questionnaire Features

As noted earlier, this work is intended to propose and suggest framework i* as an alternative 
to support design decisions related to concepts of HIC in early stage that satisfies the process 
requirements, more precisely to task analysis. Therefore, this work presents recommendations 
to extend the notations based on the evidence found in the literature cited. before that, we will 
do an analysis the notation in i* based on the guidelines suggested in Uk [17]. The motiva-
tions cited in US [19] are important to highlight in our work. To name only a few, the authors 
describe that it is necessary for usability, features like, the structural properties of a notation, 
the properties and resources of an environment and the type of activity. They are essential 
because the preconditions to usability are derived from them.

The CDs framework is an approach that according to American research [19] is useful to 
apply because it offers a compressible evaluation in a general way, uses terms that were readily 
comprehended by non-specialists. As well, it can be applied not only to interactive devices, but 
also to paper-based notation and other non-interactive information systems, which are focused 
on HCI. And finally, to distinguish between the needs of different types of “user needs”, for 
instance, the difference between dictation tasks and design tasks.

C. Evaluation of i* by pairs

The evaluation by pairs of i* was based on a set of features that have been considered impor-
tant in the context of task analysis and understanding of the notation [20]. It is important to 
note that the evaluation was addressed for people who are used to dealing with framework 
i*. After all, we expected that the discussion generated was as productive as possible. In all, 
eight research who are expert users of i* framework, they were invited in PUC-Rio (Pontificia 
Universidade Catolica do Rio de Janeiro, Rio, Brazil), the RE-group (requirements engineer-
ing group) and affiliated to the group software Engineering, they accepted to participate in 
the evaluation. 

To name only a few of skills and characteristics related to the participants:
• About section 2 - definitions:
• How long have you been using i* notation? Between 8 years and 4 years.
• do you consider yourself proficient in its use? most of them consider themselves proficient.

Have you used other similar systems? (If so, please name them) most of them have not used 
similar systems. Systems refers to i* notational system. The evaluation had begun with a brief 
introduction and instructions. In order to assure the correct selection of features to be evalu-
ated, we based our evaluation on relevant features that have been proposed to evaluate notation 
systems [17]. The questionnaire adapted according to our necessities is available at: https://bit.
ly/3lolfjk, besides, the consent is available at: https://bit.ly/3yZEbJg

once the participants had filled the questionnaire, the aim was to generate the discus-
sion. Participants made a judgment about concepts, definitions, criteria and i* notation. The 
dynamic of the evaluation was represented in Fig. 5, it was described according to iTrace nota-
tion describes in Brazilian studies [21].

https://bit.ly/3lOLfjK
https://bit.ly/3lOLfjK
https://bit.ly/3yZEbJg
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To name only a few of the important issues raised and the general agreement in the discus-
sion we presented Table 3. When using the system, what proportion of your time (as a rough 
percentage) do you spend: 

In general, on these points, the answer was according to participants’ proficient. section 4 
– Questions about the main notation is available at: https://bit.ly/3gjpEJl

Table 3.
Parts of your system.

vhat task or activity do you use the system for? Most of them have used it to model Multi-agents System, 
Requirements and intentions,

What is the product of using the System? sR and sd Models.
What is the main notation of the system? Agraph.

Source:Authors.

Fig. 5. iTrace to Describe the i* Evaluation with CDs
Source: Authors.

 D. Considerations about Evaluation of i*

In short, this discussion tool offered elements to generate good concepts and capture enough 
important aspects of i* framework and its notational system. Furthermore, Cds was useful 
because allowed experts and general users to make judgments and reach agreement among 
themselves about i* framework. This last one focused on task analysis. With this activity, we 
had noticed that users when judged the i* notational system they were a little conditioned to 
the tool where they usually model with i*. Experts are more confident to use i*, consequently 
they proposed less changes. When the questionnaire used the word “system” this had gener-
ated misunderstanding among participants because they thought about software systems nor 
notational systems. Finally, some questions into the questionnaire are addressed to method 
nor to the language or notation. It could be a suggestion for improvement for CDs but that is 
outside the scope of our work.

https://bit.ly/3GjpEJL
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V. uSInG an empIrIcal eValuatIon to IdentIFy StrenGthS and weakneSSeS oF GomS

A similar approach has been used as in some American research, which shows an empirical 
evaluation of the i* framework [3]. The definitions related to the evaluated features are also 
available there. Indeed, we also aimed to analysis the same features but in a shallow way in 
order to contrast GOMS and i* framework. As follow:
Feature 1, Refinement Evaluation: Not well supported. The same as reported to i*, there are 

several limitations when the GOMS model grows in size and complexity. As noted in other 
studies , the well-known problem of some notations is described [16]. The reason is that 
both notations do not scale well. It is an important problem to consider because non-experts 
(novices) and end-users are less equipped to deal with complexity.

Feature 2, Modularity Evaluation: Well Supported. There are mechanisms in GOMS which 
are used to build blocks that can carry out with specific functionality and represent frag-
ments of process.

Feature 3, Repeatability Evaluation: Not well Supported. GOMS is a textual language, it 
uses sequences of characters in natural language without formal pattern for descriptions. 
For that reason, similar settings can be described using different primitives. As a result, 
models derived from GOMS can be misunderstood, or incorrectly treated and used or ac-
cording to the user’ proficient.

Feature 4, Complexity Management Evaluation: Not well Supported. There are not mecha-
nisms to deal with large and complex problems, as well it does not have high-level and 
lower-level view, dependencies between elements are not possible to model. These weak-
nesses are related to modularity features too.

Feature 5, Expressiveness Evaluation: not well supported. This feature is widely justified in 
studies from the Netherlands [15]. This work argues that visual representations are more 
effective than textual languages. At the same time, GOMS is not equipped with enough 
elements to represent the whole behavior system.

Feature 6, Traceability Evaluation: Not Supported. It is possible to add new sentences to en-
rich the model but there are no mechanisms to allow evolution modeling to be monitored.

Feature 7, Reusability Evaluate: Not Supported. As mentioned above, GOMS is a modeling 
based on textual language, hence, it uses natural language in its notation. For that reason, 
it is too difficult to find and apply mechanisms for properly managing reusability of parts of 
a system model. Despite this, GOMS allows models to be built in blocks. It is complicated 
to reuse certain fragments of a model.

Feature 8, Scalability Evaluation: Not Supported. GOMS and other notations have the same 
problem, which is hard to solve because small systems are well represented but when prob-
lems or systems grow in size and complexity, it is hard to use and analyze. The scalability 
problem is also a direct consequence of the lack of mechanisms for modularization and 
complexity management, as well, it was reported to i* in other works [3].

Feature 9, Domain applicability Evaluation: Well Supported. GOMS literature shows several 
examples in which it is well applied to help processes in HCI mainly in task analysis [4], [5].

table 4.
reSultS oF the empIrIcal eValuatIon.

Evaluation criteria Evaluated Issue i* GOMS

Modeling.
language.

Pragmatics.

1. Refinement.
2. Modularity.
3. Repeatability.
4. Complexity management.
5. Expressiveness.
6. Traceability.
7. Reusability.
8. Scalability.
9. Domain applicability.

Not well supported.
Not supported.
Not well supported.
Not well supported.
well supported.
Not well supported.
Not supported.
Not supported.
well supported.

Not well supported.
Well supported.
Not well supported.
Not well supported.
Not well supported.
Not supported.
Not supported.
Not supported.
well supported.

Source: Adapted [3].
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In brief, Table 4 present a summary of the results obtained from both evaluations. The first 
reported in the book "social Modeling for Requirements Engineering" [3] and the second one 
the empirical evaluation made in our work. Both approaches have similar strengths and weak-
nesses. Nevertheless, being i* a visual notation carries on with advantages based on theory and 
empirical evidence about cognitive effectiveness of visual representations, in a similar fashion, 
i* has a lot of elements to represent widely the system behavior.

VI. extendInG I* to Support hcI conceptS

As noted earlier, although task analysis can be modeled with i* [22] and other notations [10], 
[13], [23], few task analysis techniques have been proposed related to requirements processes 
and how this could be support to HCI processes to identify design decisions and requirements 
through the understanding of the users’ tasks. Furthermore, the complexity that involves i* 
modeling has not allowed novices, end users or non-experts to understand and follow easily 
what is represented through of the model. To be fair, inherent complexity of i* modeling is still 
a new proposed in requirements engineering literature [3], [15], [16].

Task analysis should be focused to represent both user interface design and performance 
to reach user goals. Usability is aimed to interactive systems to “focus on the users and their 
tasks”, to be more specific, to represent the logical activities that should support users in reach-
ing their goals [24], [28].

In order to be more meaningful and useful, task analysis should be developed through and 
interdisciplinary collaborative effort, as noted earlier, involving the various viewpoints of ER 
and HCI. Furthermore, it should be intended to represent various abstraction levels as func-
tional aspects and of interaction. Alike, trying to be more effective and reach a greater number 
of users like experts, non-experts, novices, and final users.

When designers want to specify only requirements, then task analysis could consider only 
the main high-level task, in contrast, when designers aim to provide precise design indications 
then task analysis should represent a greater granularity, this statement also drives our own 
investigation [24]. 

Fig. 6. Notation in HTA.
Source: [26].

For that motive, extensions to i* are proposed to enhance its task analysis capabilities. The 
extensions are motivated by HCI theory and cognitive theory showed in the II. Theoretical 
Framework section A. i* Concepts and Notations. GOMS has also been analyzed in different  
ways, presented concepts and notations, limitations on the process and used and empirical 
evaluation to identify strengths and weaknesses of GOMS in order to contrast with i* frame-
work. Furthermore, it was shown that the i* framework has the necessary elements to sup-
port HCI concepts when task analysis is required. Its objective is to present the motivation 
to improve i*, some literature citations and own improvements based on the analysis of this 
work. Within these improvements, it is necessary to introduce Hierarchical Task Analysis 
(HTA) [25], [26].
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Fig. 7. Example with HTA Notation. 
Source: [26].

Being HTA an approach top-down which considers goals of high-level and actions to reach 
goals, we found relevant to use in our work. Just like, the decomposition is similar as shown 
in i*, because HTA allows tasks to be characterized, as In short, the extensions to i* modeling 
with task analysis techniques that enable the cohesion of HCI concepts and Cognitive Engi-
neering to be assessed, are detailed further in this section:

According to researchers at UT (Netherlands) and UNamur (Belgium) [16], dependencies 
could be represented more clearly using conventional arrows, it is shown in Fig. 8. Using arrows 
that are universally understood could solve the directness problem.

Fig. 8. Strategic Dependencies.
Source: Suggested Improvement in [16].

In a similar fashion, proposed to take maximum advantage of the power of human visual 
processing [16]. It is shown in Fig. 9 that represents with a thick red line a critical dependency 
between Actor 1 and Actor 2.
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Fig. 9. Graphical Encoding of Dependency Strengths.
Source: Suggested Improvement [16].

With regard to our suggested improvement, this is addressed by HTA. The notation in HTA 
is a point to referent to solve some problems pointed out earlier in this work to respond the 
next question:

Are the tasks clearly shown? it is not possible to identify the option more adequately that 
user should choose, or if all tasks should be executed, or if some tasks should be omitted or 
simply what sequence they (tasks) should follow in order to satisfactorily be executed and how 
to finish this execution. The result of this proposal is shown in Fig. 10 as an instance of the 
example shown above  [26], this proposal could be used to improve i* usability and effectiveness, 
mainly for communicating with non-experts, novices and end-users who possibly are familiar 
with conventional notations. likewise, goMs could be useful when textual notation will be 
required to clarify the process represented. Finally, the approach presented by UPC (Brazil) 
[27] could be used to solve problems like Complexity Management described by UT (Nether-
lands) and UNamur (Belgium) [16] because this approach proposes to decompose each diagram 
in a single monolithic diagram. To get better visual representation.

Fig. 10. Using HTA Notation into the i* Diagram.
Source: Authors.
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VII. concluSIon and Future workS

The main contribution of this work has been to introduce framework i* as alternative to sup-
port design decisions in the Human Computer Interaction Area (HCI), mainly, to task analy-
sis. note that it is difficult to find some notation which meets all necessities into the software 
development process. As regards the propose, it is possible to combine the more relevant and 
accepted features, predominantly in HCI notations to increase the i* notation. All of that is 
intended to improve the communication between different users like experts, non-experts, 
novices and end-users.

As mentioned previously [16] framework i* is one the most important goal-oriented and 
organizational modeling in the RE field. Unfortunately, it does not consider the design deci-
sions related to HIC process.

In order to be more meaningful and useful, task analysis should be developed through and 
interdisciplinary collaborative effort, as noted earlier, involving the various viewpoints of ER 
and HCI. Furthermore, it should be intended to represent at various abstraction level of both 
functional aspects and of interaction. When designers want to specify only requirements, then 
task analysis could consider only the main high-level task, in contrast, when designers aim to 
provide precise design indications then task analysis should represent a greater granularity.  
Task models should represent the intersection between user interface design and more engi-
neering approaches by providing designers with a means of representing and manipulating a 
formal abstraction of activities that should be performed to reach user goals [24].

Moreover, an analysis was made of the advantages and disadvantages of both approaches, 
GOMS and i* framework and we found high-level of acceptance when users use them, as well 
the characterization of each notation. Being i* framework more advantageous due to its graphi-
cal and enrich notation.

To be fair, some improvements reported in the literature [3], [15], [16] were taken and 
coupled with suggested improvements of our own that are based on HTA notation and GOMS 
modeling.

As future works, it is proposed to use Cognitive Dimensions Questionnaire to evaluate 
GOMS, thus generate a similar discussion as that reported with framework i*. In a similar 
fashion, it is necessary to extend the empirical evaluation to identify strengths and weak-
nesses of GOMS [3], this could find out more evidence than these produced in this work. As 
well, it is required to make experiments using the modifications proposes in i* notations to 
identify as suitable is the change. Finally, it necessary to make new analysis of i* notations 
but it should be focused on visual representation aspects, which the CDs framework had 
excluded.
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